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Short-burst year 3 comprehension  Question

Pre-reading work

Skimming and scanning for information

Match the words to their closest synonym.

Find the words above in the text below and highlight them. 

average dull

boring stuff

feast normal 

legend banquet

cram 1000 kg

tonne icon

In your lifetime you’ll guzzle about thirty tonnes of food – that’s the weight of six elephants 
or twenty rhinos. In one year the average greedy grown-up can munch their way through 
34kg of potatoes, 11.8kg of sugar, 500 apples 150 loaves of bread and 200 eggs, and still 
have room for pudding. 

If you only ate boring pieces of bread and butter all the time you’d still get through about 
250,000 slices in a lifetime. But some people eat a lot more than that. 

All time glutton Edward “Bozo” Miller of Oakland, California used to guzzle 11 times more 
food than anyone else. In 1963, he scoffed 28 chickens in a single stomach-splitting feast 
and became a legend in his own lunchtime. Now you might think that’s a lot, but compared 
with some animals it’s just a tiny snack. 

• An elephant can knock back up to half a tonne of leaves and bark every day. 

• Every day a blue whale swallows four tonnes of tiny sea creatures called plankton – that’s 
more food than a human eats in a year. Mind you, the whale is 2000 times heavier than a 
human. 

• Even tiny creatures can munch more for their size than humans. For example, the 2-gram 
Etruscan shrew scoffs up to three times its own body weight every day. That’s like a 
human eating one entire sheep, 50 chickens, 60 family-sized loaves and 150 apples every 
day. You’d never cram all that into your lunch box, would you?
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Summarise

Summarise the text in less than 20 words. 

1. Find two synonyms the author uses for the word ‘eat’. (1 mark)

3. Find and copy a word that shows Edward Miller was greedy. (1 mark) 

2. Complete the table to show what an adult can eat in their lifetime. One has been done 

for you. (2 marks) 

4. Tick the correct box to show whether each statement is true or false. (2 marks) 

5. Who eats more – the elephant or the blue whale? How do you know? (1 mark) 

6. Why do you think shrews need to eat so much compared to humans? (1 mark) 

False True 

Edward Miller ate 28 chickens in one sitting. 

The Etruscan shrew eats three times its body weight each week.  

In our lifetime we eat the weight of 6 rhinos. 

potatoes 

sugar

apples

200

34kg
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AnswersShort-burst year 3 comprehension  

Pre-reading work

Skimming and scanning for information

Match the words to their closest synonym.

Find the words above in the text below and highlight them. 

average dull

boring stuff

feast normal 

legend banquet

cram 1000 kg

tonne icon

In your lifetime you’ll guzzle about thirty tonnes of food – that’s the weight of six elephants 
or twenty rhinos. In one year the average greedy grown-up can munch their way through 
34kg of potatoes, 11.8kg of sugar, 500 apples 150 loaves of bread and 200 eggs, and still 
have room for pudding. 

If you only ate boring pieces of bread and butter all the time you’d still get through about 
250,000 slices in a lifetime. But some people eat a lot more than that. 

All time glutton Edward “Bozo” Miller of Oakland, California used to guzzle 11 times more 
food than anyone else. In 1963, he scoffed 28 chickens in a single stomach-splitting feast 
and became a legend in his own lunchtime. Now you might think that’s a lot, but compared 
with some animals it’s just a tiny snack. 

• An elephant can knock back up to half a tonne of leaves and bark every day. 

• Every day a blue whale swallows four tonnes of tiny sea creatures called plankton – that’s 
more food than a human eats in a year. Mind you, the whale is 2000 times heavier than a 
human. 

• Even tiny creatures can munch more for their size than humans. For example, the 2-gram 
Etruscan shrew scoffs up to three times its own body weight every day. That’s like a 
human eating one entire sheep, 50 chickens, 60 family-sized loaves and 150 apples every 
day. You’d never cram all that into your lunch box, would you?
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Humans eat a lot of food but other animals eat even more. 

guzzle/munch/ scoff/swallow

glutton

The blue whale eats more because it eats four tonnes each day and the elephant eats half a 
tonne each day. 

Various possible answers. E.g. they need lots of energy/ because they are more active than 
humans/to keep warm. 

Summarise

Summarise the text in less than 20 words. 

1. Find two synonyms the author uses for the word ‘eat’. (1 mark)

3. Find and copy a word that shows Edward Miller was greedy. (1 mark) 

2. Complete the table to show what an adult can eat in their lifetime. One has been done 

for you. (2 marks) 

4. Tick the correct box to show whether each statement is true or false. (2 marks) 

5. Who eats more – the elephant or the blue whale? How do you know? (1 mark) 

6. Why do you think shrews need to eat so much compared to humans? (1 mark) 

False True 

Edward Miller ate 28 chickens in one sitting. 

The Etruscan shrew eats three times its body weight each week.  

In our lifetime we eat the weight of 6 rhinos. 

potatoes 

sugar

apples

200

34kg

eggs

500

11.8kg


